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Rho-GTPases have been found to be 
crucial for cytoskeleton remodelling 

and cell polarity, as well as key players 
in directed cell migration in various tis-
sues and organs, therefore, becoming 
good candidates for involvement in neu-
ronal migration disorders. We recently 
found that genetic deletion of the small 
GTPase RhoA in the developing mouse 
cerebral cortex results in three distinct 
cortical malformations: a defect in the 
proliferation of progenitor cells during 
development that leads to a bigger cere-
bral cortex in the adult mouse, a change 
in the morphology of radial glial cells 
that results in the formation of a subcor-
tical band heterotopia (SBH, also called 
Double Cortex) and an increase in the 
speed of migrating newborn neurons. 
The latter, together with the aberrant 
radial glial shape, is likely to be the cause 
of cobblestone lissencephaly, where neu-
rons protrude beyond layer I at the pial 
surface of the brain.

Introduction

Neuronal migration in the cerebral cortex 
of mice and humans occurs primarily dur-
ing development. During the first stage, 
the preplate stage, the first early gener-
ated neurons migrate from the ventricular 
zone, where they have been produced by 
asymmetric cell division from neuroepi-
thelial/radial glial cells. These neurons are 
called the Cajal-Retzius cells.1-3 As neuro-
genesis progresses, groups of postmitotic 
neurons exit the proliferative ventricular 
and subventricular zones and migrate 
radially in an inside-out manner toward 
the pial surface to later form the organized 
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cortical layers.4 The interneurons migrate 
from the proliferative zone of the ventral 
telencephalon in a tangentially oriented 
manner toward the cerebral cortex and 
intermingle with the excitatory neurons 
generated directly in the cortex.5

Excitatory and inhibitory neurons 
which are initially found in the dorsal and 
ventral telencephalon, respectively, use dif-
ferent modes of migration. Both radially 
migrating projection neurons (the exciti-
tory neurons) and tangentially migrating 
interneurons (the inhibitory neurons) are 
guided mainly by the processes of other 
cells. In the case of radial migration, dorsal 
radial glial cells often provide the scaffold 
for these neurons to migrate, while tan-
gentially migrating interneurons do not 
use the radial processes for their invasion 
into the cerebral cortex, but instead use 
neuronal processes. However, once arrived 
in the cerebral cortex, the interneurons 
may also be guided to the final location 
by switching to a radial guided migra-
tion.6 The radially migrating neurons use 
two different modes of migration: early 
in development, when the cortical plate is 
still very thin, they extend a leading pro-
cess toward the basement membrane and 
the soma then follows the process (somal 
translocation); at later stages, they start 
to use radial glial processes as a guide 
to reach the distant cortical plate (glial-
guided locomotion).6 Different defects 
in the neuronal migration steps result in 
distinct cortical malformations, namely 
the neuronal migration disorders. Genetic 
analyses of human brain malformations 
have highlighted a number of cytoskeletal- 
associated proteins underlying these 
functions.4,7
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Interestingly, the number of proliferating 
cells is later reduced until it again reaches 
the normal levels, suggesting a mechanism 
of compensation.

Interestingly, RhoA regulates cell pro-
liferation in a region-specific manner. For 
instance, it was recently demonstrated 
that conditional deletion of RhoA in the 
midbrain and forebrain results in acceler-
ated proliferation of neural progenitors, 
reduction of cell cycle exit with conse-
quent expansion of neural progenitor 
cells and exencephaly-like protrusions.16 
On the contrary, conditional deletion of 
RhoA in the spinal cord neuroepithelium 
leads to decreased neuroepithelial cell pro-
liferation and premature cell cycle exit.15 
Rho-GTPases are essential regulators of 
both the actin and the microtubule cyto-
skeleton; therefore, these region-specific 
phenotypes certainly open new questions: 
how is the cytoskeleton able to regulate 
cell proliferation and/or differentiation 
in the developing cerebral cortex? One 
possible explanation is that the accumu-
lation of actin monomers observed in 
the RhoA cKO forces the transcriptional  
co-activator MAL into the cytoplasm, 
resulting in an inhibition of the serum 
response factor (SRF) activation, known 
to be responsible for transcription of genes 
that are required for differentiation.18 
However, additional pathways may also 
be involved and regulated, for instance 
by the changes in the microtubule  
stability.

The Double Cortex: Defect in radial 
glial morphology. The second cortical 
malformation observed in the RhoA cKO 
mutants is a neuronal migration defect, 
namely a huge heterotopia composed of 
neurons underneath an apparently normal 
cortex. Two types of migrational disorders 
include this type of heterotopia: the peri-
ventricular heterotopia (PH) and the sub-
cortical band heterotopia (SBH or Double 
Cortex). Interestingly, in the case of the 
RhoA cKO, ectopic neurons are embedded 
within the white matter and not directly 
opposed to the ventricle (like in the case of 
PH), defining this malformation as a form 
of SBH. The laminar identity of the neu-
rons in the upper normotopic cortex (NC) 
is maintained, but all of the different neu-
rons are also clearly present in the lower 
disorganized heterotopic cortex (SBH). 

GTPases is an important cause of men-
tal retardation.14 More recently, deletion 
of RhoA in the spinal cord and midbrain 
has revealed insights into its role at early 
stages of CNS development, highlighting 
not only common functions in the main-
tenance of adherens junction coupling, 
but also its opposite role in regulating cell 
proliferation in the spinal cord vs. mid-
brain.15,16 Rho-GTPases are, therefore, 
suitable candidates for playing a role in 
neuronal migration disorders and cortical 
malformation.

RhoA Deletion Results  
in Three Distinct Cortical  

Malformations

The increase in the cortical size—defect 
in cell proliferation. The first corti-
cal malformation observed in the RhoA 
mutant cortex is a defect in cell prolifera-
tion. The size of the adult RhoA mutant 
cortex is enlarged, suggesting changes 
in proliferation probably occurring dur-
ing development. Indeed, the number of 
mitotic cells is transiently increased in the 
RhoA knockout cerebral cortex (cKO) 
and their localization is changed: scat-
tered cells are distributed in the whole 
developing cerebral cortex in contrast to 
their alignment at the ventricular surface 
in the cerebral cortex of control animals. 
In accordance with the abnormal location 
of progenitors, some neurons are located 
in ectopic positions at the apical surface 
already at early stages.

Surprisingly, a few days later, all pro-
genitor cells clustered into a large band 
situated in the middle of the cerebral cor-
tex, while the neurons split into two layers, 
framing the proliferative zone. In this reor-
ganization, the progenitors did not change 
cell identity and kept their features of 
radial glial cells or basal progenitors, which 
is in contrast to the Cdc42 cKO cortex 
where mutant progenitors, while chang-
ing the location of division, also shift their 
fate toward the more differentiated basal 
progenitors.11 RhoA deletion in radial glial 
cells therefore altered the normal cycling 
proprieties of progenitors, leading to a 
transient expansion in the progenitors of 
the developing cerebral cortex and result-
ing in an enlargement of the adult cortex17 
(see also schematic drawing in Fig. 3). 

For instance, when neurons fail to 
accomplish the first step of neuronal migra-
tion and do not manage to start migrating 
along the radial glial processes, they accu-
mulate in the proliferative zone, next to 
the ventricles. This ectopic accumulation 
of cells results in a human malformation 
called periventricular heterotopia (PH) 
and is caused by mutations of FilaminA 
and Arfgef2.4 Alternatively, neurons can 
indeed begin migrating, but eventually 
arrest before reaching the cortical plate 
and distribute in a disorganized manner 
in the developing cerebral cortex. This is 
often the case of mutations in microtubule 
associated proteins, like Double-Cortin 
(Dcx) and Lis1 and results in lissenceph-
aly or subcortical band heterotopia (SBH 
or Double Cortex) in humans.4,7 In some 
cases neurons fail to correctly laminate, 
like in the case of the reeler mouse, show-
ing an inverted or scattered organization 
of the neuronal layers.4 Lastly, neurons 
can miss the correct position to terminate 
migration, resulting in the invasion of 
those neurons into layer I and this is often 
correlated with the formation of neuronal 
ectopias at the basement membrane and 
associated with lissencephaly type II.4

Neurogenesis and cell migration are 
controlled by extracellular and intracel-
lular signals, with these signals eventually 
converging on the cytoskeleton. Certainly, 
many brain developmental disorders are 
associated with mutations in genes that 
encode cytoskeletal proteins and their 
modulators.8,9 However, mutations of the 
genes so far identified in human patients 
fail to mimic the phenotypes in mouse 
models.

Cdc42, Rac1 and RhoA, the most 
studied members of the Rho GTPase fam-
ily, are expressed in the developing brain 
and most specifically in the ventricular/
subventricular zone, where progenitor 
cells are located.10 Until now we knew 
very little about the functions of Rho 
GTPases in radial glial cells. Cdc42 plays 
an important role in cell fate specifica-
tion and it is required for maintenance of 
the adherens junctions at the ventricular 
surface.11 Rac1 is also required for main-
taining cell proliferation, since when 
mutated, differentiation takes over, lead-
ing to a smaller brain size.12,13 Moreover, 
abnormal signaling through Rho family 
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destination17 (see also schematic drawing 
in Fig. 3).

These data clearly suggest a new con-
cept, namely that the formation of a 
Double Cortex is not only due (if at all) to 
intrinsic defects in the migration capacity 
of neurons, but primarily to a radial glial 
abnormality. So far it is still not possible to 
conclude that this is the only way of gener-
ating a SBH, because many different het-
erotopias have been observed in human, 
of different size and located in different 
cortical areas. But, from these data we can 
certainly recognize the prominent role of 
radial glia cells in migrational disorders 
and, in particular, in the formation of the 

for migration, contribute to the failure of 
many neurons to reach their final posi-
tion17 (see also schematic drawing in Fig. 
2). Alternatively, RhoA may be crucial 
for one type of neuronal migration, either 
somal translocation or glial-guided loco-
motion and therefore, only one population 
of neurons would be affected and contrib-
ute to the formation of the heterotopia17 
(see also schematic drawing in Fig. 2).

Live imaging and transplantation 
experiments strongly support the hypoth-
esis that RhoA deletion does not directly 
affect neuronal migration, but rather the 
radial glial scaffold that neurons use as a 
guidance to migrate and find their final 

However, most neurons in the SBH 
have primarily an upper layer identity,  
suggesting a strong contribution of late 
generated neurons17 (see also schematic 
drawing in Fig. 1).

Moreover, the radial glial processes 
in the cKO cortices are arranged in a 
strongly disorganized manner and only 
few processes reach the ventricular zone 
and the basement membrane.

We therefore hypothesize two differ-
ent mechanisms that could explain the 
formation of the Double Cortex. One 
possible explanation is that abnormalities 
in the radial glial cells, which are used 
by the projection neurons as main guides 

Figure 1. Layer organization of the cerebral cortex in WT and RhoA cKO.

Figure 2. Hypothesis of the function of RhoA in migrating neurons and radial glial cells.
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polymerized to unpolymerized actin in 
the pyramidal neurons that then adopt a 
tangential, rather than radial, migration 
mode.20

Is then the stability of the microtubules 
and actin the key to understanding PH and 
SBH? Interestingly, actin regulating genes 
seem to play a major role in the formation 
of PH in human patients,21 while muta-
tions in genes regulating microtubules are 
often associated with the SBH formation.4 
Therefore, the microtubule destabilization 
observed in the RhoA mutant radial glial 
cells has perhaps a more relevant role than 
the actin depolymerization. Additionally, 
the microtubule destabilization in the 
RhoA cKO was observed mainly in the 
radial glial cells and not (or much less) in 
neurons, highlighting again the prominent 
role of microtubule stability and radial 
cells in SBH formation. Interestingly, the 
loss of the actin nucleator mDia, down-
stream of RhoA, results in disruption of 
only apical actin fibers with consequent 
formation of PH and not SBH.22

Taken together, these data suggest that 
the microtubule destabilization in radial 
glia is the main cause of SBH formation 
while fine regulation of actin fibers is the 
key for understanding the formation of 
PH. Alternatively, the border between 
these two disorders is very thin and there-
fore, temporal and spatial cellular condi-
tions are crucial for the establishment 

question: how WT tangentially migrating 
interneurons generated in the ventral tel-
encephalon of the RhoA cKO mouse inte-
grate into the upper NC and lower SBH. 
For instance, we can imagine that inter-
neurons early generated in the ventral tel-
encephalon can still find the correct road 
to the mutant cortex, but later on, when 
the mutant cortex is completely disorga-
nized, they probably have the choice of 
migrating to the upper NC or to the SBH, 
eventually preferring to populate the sec-
ond one.

The RhoA signaling pathway ulti-
mately stabilizes the cytoskeleton by 
promoting actin polymerization and 
microtubule assembly. Lack of RhoA 
could, therefore, influence the balance 
between stable vs. dynamic microtu-
bules as well as the actin polymerization 
and hence affect the radial morphology. 
Indeed these alterations in the radial glia 
scaffold are caused by destabilization of 
both the actin and the microtubule cyto-
skeleton, demonstrating a crucial role of 
RhoA in maintaining the integrity of the 
radial glial morphology.17

Interestingly, the stabilization of the 
actin cytoskeleton has recently been 
shown to be an essential regulator for 
radial vs. tangential migration of corti-
cal neurons. Indeed, downregulation 
of Lamellipodin, an actin-remodeling 
protein, caused changes in the ratio of 

Double Cortex. Analysis of other mouse 
models of SBH is therefore crucial to 
determine if the radial glial cells are preva-
lently responsible for the formation of the 
Double Cortex.

Additionally, this model can be adopted 
to understand how neurons located in the 
NC or in the SBH are functionally con-
nected and communicate with other brain 
areas and vice versa. A first analysis of 
GFP-labeled neurons in the upper NC and 
in the lower SBH reveals a normal pyrami-
dal neuron morphology with projections, 
suggesting that neurons in the NC and 
SBH develop a grossly normal dendrite-
axon polarity.17 Further analysis of the 
neuronal morphology and the reciprocal 
connectivity between the NC and SBH, 
as well as electrophysiological properties 
of single neurons in different layers of 
the NC and SBH, could give additional 
insight and reveal the reciprocal com-
munication between the upper and lower 
cortices.

Patients affected with SBH often 
develop epileptic seizures.19 Interestingly, 
tangential migration is reduced in the 
RhoA cKO cortices, resulting in a signifi-
cantly lower number of interneurons in 
the upper NC. This phenotype is certainly 
relevant because incorrect balance of 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons is often 
one of the cause for increased susceptibil-
ity to epileptic seizures.19 This raises a new 

Figure 3. The cortical malformations of the RhoA cKO.
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faster migration observed, presumably 
together with the aberration in some radial 
glial endfeet, is likely to be responsible for 
the formation of basal cobblestones in a 
cell-autonomous way. It remains unclear 
if it is the faster neuronal migration or 
the aberration of the radial glial endfeet 
that primarily drives the formation of the 
cobblestone, as they could simply both be 
required for the formation of the ectopia. 
Certainly, in the case of the RhoA cKO the 
disruption of the basement membrane is a 
consequence of one or the other, because 
the basement membrane is not depleted 
of RhoA in our cKO mutants17 (see also 
schematic drawing in Fig. 3).

Taken together these observations 
highlight the emerging role of cytoskel-
eton stability in cerebral cortex develop-
ment, suggesting that fine-tuning of the 
actin and microtubule dynamics is key 
to understanding several cortical malfor-
mations, including neuronal migration 
disorders.
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